
The masterstroke in design and aesthetics

LEGI fence system

R fit



The sophisticated post-grating design makes this possible:
The gratings are firmly and securely attached to the post with 
only one screw joint on each post. Because of the overlap, 
pulling away the gratings is rendered virtually impossible. In 
this way, dozens of metres of fence can be constructed within 
the shortest time.

LEGI R fit

LEGI R fit R+K

LEGI R fit D LEGI R fit D+K

At the same time, the system manages with a minimal number 
of components. With the LEGI R fit system, you are choosing 
what the experts recognise as the top product in modern fence 
construction. With its innovative technology, it offers maximum 
security and stability as well as efficiency.
  

Overlapping gratings screwed centrally.

LEGI R fit – at a glance.

www.legi.de
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Decorative grating, sloping grating & stone fence

LEGI decorative grilles

LEGI inclined grilles

LEGI stone fence LEGI stone fence R fit
In harmony with nature

In its discreet look, the LEGI stone fence meets the require-
ments of the latest architecture and thus allows the creation of 
a harmonious surface with no annoying interruptions. Its slim, 
clear structure creates effective, individual partitions. Maxi-
mum dimensional stability and long durability are characteristic 
of our LEGI stone fence system.

Find out about the diverse LEGI range at www.legi.de.

LEGI decorative grilles
Elegance at the property boundary

Decorative gratings, with a shape that is usually produced only 
in expensive handwork by blacksmiths. These small differen-
ces from standard gratings can make the fence a feature.

 Elegant - The Shapes  
Individual property boundaries can be created with orna-
ments and a variety of design elements.

 Perfectly Shaped  - The Design 
Perimeters can be configured to be pleasant and personal 
with beautifully shaped ornaments or elegant grating edge 
forms.

LEGI inclined grilles 
Overcome height differences smoothly

The R-S.S LEGI slope grating developed by us can op-
timally reflect the terrain flow to 4 %. This is achieved by 
keeping the upright grating wires vertical but giving all the 
horizontal wires an appropriate incline. There is no need for 
expensive planning and measuring of the terrain flow or the 
elimination of possible error sources. As it runs parallel to the 
terrain, the fence system also gains a smooth, regular and 
therefore harmonious appearance.
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Parts Accessories

Cap
60/40 fit

Counter plate
M 10 galvanised

Pull-off nut 
M 8

Serrated washer
M 10

Other parts and accessories can be found on our website www.legi.de.

Washer 
M 10

Ball fit 
Internal thread M10

The right gate for the fence

LEGI hinged gates

LEGI sliding gates

LEGI hinged gates
Security combined with aesthetics

Hinged gates from LEGI continue the positive properties of 
LEGI fence systems even to the point at which accessibility is 
required, so no security gap arises in the zone to be protected. 
As the gates are the points of maximum strain on the fence in 
everyday use, the greatest emphasis is placed on highly dura-
ble designs.

 VARIO Gate system  
Variable gates with a stop, i.e. opening, that can be freely 
selected on site to be to the left or right. 

 Klassik Gate system 
Klassik LEGI gates are 1, 2 or 3-section gates that are 
produced up to a height of 4 m. 

LEGI sliding gates
Stable, functional, low-maintenance

A sliding gate is recommended for places where opening and 
closing fencing gate doors do not have enough room to swing, 
where the opening for the swinging gates is too large and whe-
re automatic actuation and securing with all safety precautions 
is sensible.

NIRO Sliding gate 
 Welded in bare steel 
 Selected drive and control elements
 Thermally piece-galvanised in the full bath

LEGI - increased security!

www.legi.de
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LEGI R fit R+K

Overlapping gratings screwed centrally 
onto the tubular post with a clamping bar.
The master stroke in construction and design
The LEGI R fit R+K system is characterised by clear lines with 
smooth, rounded edges combined with the perfectly formed 
overall post cap. The screw joint on the top end of the post is 
both a structural element and a crowning finish.

The advantages are obvious:
 Representative fence in high-quality design
 Optimum combination of elegance and stability
 Versatile extendability (protection against climbing over, 

mounting by pile driving, decorative ball…)
 Robust and low-maintenance
 Protection against dismantling possible with special  

security screw
 Quick, straightforward construction
 Harmonious lines

Security and technology
Economical due to easiest and quickest assembly
1. Hanging the gratings in the post hooks
2. Hanging the clamping bar on the post hooks
3. Fitting and screwing on the post cap

The gratings assembled overlapping ensure huge stability and 
render it virtually impossible to pull away the gratings.

Top View DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified in ac-
cordance with DIN ISO 9001:2008

Key
for decorative ball

Cover cap
fit

Corner joint
LEV III - plus

Base plate Base plate  
U-shoe 

Y-deflector
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LEGI R fit D

Overlapping gratings screwed centrally  
on the wire post.
Inconspicuous and effective
With the LEGI R fit D, you can demonstrate your modern, 
open-minded attitude: you trust modern design, you have a 
healthy need for security without needing to display strength, 
and you allow your guests to see the architecture of your 
premises.

The advantages are obvious:
 High transparency for optimum control of the protected  

and surrounding site
 Inconspicuous, unaggressive fence system that does not 

attract the attention of intruders to your valuable property
 Optimum conditions for video surveillance systems
 Versatile extendability (protection against climbing over, 

security screw…)
 Security from stability of a truss-like structure
 Protection against dismantling
 Economical due to quick and easy assembly

Security and technology
The truss-like structure gives the RP fit D post unexpected 
stability. In combination with the fixing loops, which are grip 
through the last grating mesh every 100 mm and prevent de-
tachment of the grating from the post in the case of strains, the 
LEGI R fit D fence offers a high level of security. 

Top View

Parts Accessories

Screw fitting
R fit D

Hexagonal nut
M 8

Capping plugs
flat 40/20 black

Hook bolt
M 8 x 60 - 34

Other parts and accessories can be found on our website www.legi.de.

R fit D screw fitting
spec. for graduating
start/end posts

Special screwdriver

DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified in ac-
cordance with DIN ISO 9001:2008

www.legi.de
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LEGI R fit D+K

Overlapping gratings screwed centrally 
onto the wire post with a clamping bar.
High-quality design and versatile use
The LEGI R fit D+K system is an intricate structure, which in-
dicates rather than accentuates your property boundary. The 
fine grating elements impede the view neither outwards nor 
inwards. The aspects of your site, your architecture and your 
company that should be seen remain visible. 

The advantages are obvious:
 High transparency for optimum control of the protected  

and surrounding site
 Inconspicuous, unaggressive fence system that does not 

attract the attention of intruders to your valuable property
 Optimum conditions for video surveillance systems
 Versatile extendability (protection against climbing over, 

security screw…)
 Protection against dismantling
 Protection against unauthorised entry by people and ani-

mals
 Quick, straightforward assembly
 Harmonious lines

Security and technology
Posts designed like trusses are ultralight and guarantee maxi-
mum stability. Once the posts have been put in place, the gra-
tings are hung up, the clamping bar is affixed and everything is 
joined together permanently and securely with only one screw 
joint. The gratings assembled overlapping ensure huge stabi-
lity.

Top View DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified in ac-
cordance with DIN ISO 9001:2008

Drilling template 
R fit D

Assembly lever 
R fit D

Corner screw joint 
LEV III - plus

Base plate Base plate 
U-shoe

Base plate  
L-angle 
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DEKRA-certified quality

LEGI GmbH
Im Meerfeld 83 - 89
47445 Moers

E-Mail: post@legi.de
Tel.: 0 28 41 / 7 89-0
Fax: 0 28 41 / 7 89-10 www.legi.de

The specialist LEGI dealer in your area

The production is certified  
in accordance with  
DIN ISO 9001:2008

Possible grille heights

 series, in stock

 upon request

20
0

50 70a+b/c

Wire gauges Mesh spacing

Type a + b/c 25 x 200 35 x 200 50 x 200 100 x 200

R-S 8 + 6

R-M 7 +5/8

R-L 6 + 4/6

Wire gauges/Mesh spacingCorrosion Protection (LKS)

LKS I hot-dip galvanised  DIN EN ISO 1461

LKS II * electro-galvanised DIN 50961 and additional powder coated

LKS IV hot-dip galvanised DIN EN ISO 1461 and  powder coated

* Applies for gratings only

Standard colours (SF)

SF I SF II SF III

RAL 6005
Moss green

RAL 9010
Pure white

RAL 5010
Gentian blue

RAL 6009 
Fir green

RAL 7023
Concrete grey

RAL 8014
Sepia brown

RAL 7016
Anthracite

RAL 9005
Black

RAL 3000
Fire red

RAL 7030
Stone grey

We supply more RAL 
colours upon request.

1,030 mm

1,230 mm

1,430 mm

1,630 mm

1,830 mm

830 mm

630 mm

2,030 mm

2,230 mm

2,430 mm


